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lntroduction
All human beings are equal before the law regardless of race, sex, age, language,
religion and disability. This being the case, they are entitled to their rights and
freedoms.

In this unit, you will learn about human rights and freedoms. This knowledge will
assist you to understand and appreciate the need to respect other peoples'rights
and freedoms. It will also assist you to claim and demand your rights if violated.

Types of human rights
Human rights are classified into three types. These are: civil and political rights,
socio-economic and cultural rights, and environmental and developmental rights.

Civil and political rights
These are called liberty oriented rights and they enable one to:

think and have access to information
act and choose what to do
join in the political life of their society

These rights include:
. right to life
. right not to be tortured
. right to liberty and securify of a person
. right to privacy
. dght to marry and find a family
. right to a nationality and change of one's nationality
o freedom of expression
o right of assembly and association

Socio-economic and cultural rights
These are security oriented rights. These rights enable an individual to participate
in the sociaf economic and cultural activities of a community. They concem how
people live and work together to access basic needs such as food, shelter, health
care and cultural practices.

Examples of social rights are:
. right to privacy
. right to education
. right to health care
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Examples of economic rights are:

. dght to choose one's work including self employment

. right to form and join a union and business association

Environmental and developmental rights
These rights entitle people to live in a safe and healthy environment.
Environmental rights include the following:-

r the right to clean water- water must be clean and safe to use. All members of
society have a responsibility to protect peoples'right to clean and safe water.

. the right to access water.

Development rights include the right to political, economic and cultural
advancement.

Responsibilities when exercising one's rights
F{uman rights and freedoms need to be exercised with responsibility in the
following ways:-

r respecting oneself

r respecting elders
. obeying laws
. participating in development activities
. respecting government and other people's property

r takin8 care of the environment for present and future use

Activities
Activity I Discussing the term'human rights'
1 In groups, discuss the meaning of the term'human rights'.

2 In groups, discuss examples of human rights and freedoms.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Activity 2 Classifying human rights into types/categories
1 In groups classify the rights which your teacher will assign to you into:

a. civil and political rights

b. social, economic and cultural rights

c. environmental and developmental rights

o right to life
r the right to access water - water is life everyone has a right to access it.

The government has a responsibility to ensure that all people have
access to safe water.
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. acquire and dispose of property

o enter into contracts
. establish and operate business

. right to recreation

. right to education

. right to health care

. right to privacy

. right to equality

. right to human dignity

. right to own property

. freedom from discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, disability
and political beliefs

. right to recognition as a person before the law

. freedom of thoughf conscience and religion

. freedom of opinion and expression

r freedom of assembly and association

. freedom of movement

. freedom of participation in public affairs

. freedom of expression

. freedom of association

. freedom of conscience

. freedom of opinion

. freedom of assembly

2 Report your findings to class for discussion using the table below:

Civil and political rights Socio-economic
and cultural rights

Environmental and
developmental rights

The rights of special groups of people
Women and children's rights are often abused. The constitution has a section that
spells out the rights of these special groups of people. The following are the rights
of some groups.
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The rights of children
All childreru regardless of how they were borry are entitled to:

. right of equal treatment before the law

. right to be given a name, family name and to a nationality

. right to know and be raised by their parents or guardians

. right to education

. right to be protected from economic exploitation or any punishment that may

interfere with their phvsical or mental development
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children employed to pick tea in Mulanje District

The rights of women

Women are an important group in any society. IJnfortunately, women are among

the groups of people that are victimised. It is important to note that women have

the following rights:

. right to full and equal protection by law

. right to be employed and get promoted

. right to acquire and maintain custody of children

. right to be treated with respect and dignity

. right not to be discriminated against because of gender or marital status

o right to fair distribution of property acquired jointly with a husband
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The rights of the girl child

. right to equal access to quality education

. right to equality

. right to be protected from all forms of abuse and discrimination

The girl child is the most vulnerable in our society. They are abused in the home,
school and community. HIV and AIDS has worsened the situation of the girl
child.

The following are some abuses experienced by a girl child.

. used as domestic workers with little or no pay

. forced into early marriages

r victims of child trafficking

o sexual abuse

The rights of detainees

The following are rights of detainees:

o to be informed of the reason for his/her detentioo promptly and in a language
which he/she understands

. to be detained under humane conditions
o to have adequate nutrition and medical treatment

. to confidentially consult a legal practitioner

o to be visited by his/her spouse, relatives, counsellor

o to be released if such detention is unlawful



The rights of people with disabilities

. right to employment

. right to education and training

. right to special care

. right to health

. right to have a family

. right to association

The rights of workers or employees

. right to good salary

. right to good food

. right to good working conditions

. right to good housing

. right to transport to and from work

Actiaity 3 Identifying special groups in the community
1 Brainstorm special groups from the community and at school.

2 Discuss why they are special.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiaity 4 Discussing the rights of the girl child
1 Read the story below.

A mon aged 4Q yea?s defiled o 11 yeor old girl in Mponalo. It wos oround 9
pm when the mon found the girl ploying with her friends from the sqme
villoge. He ordered the young girl to f ind him at his house where he defiled
her.The girl screomed for help but the mon threotened to kill her if she
continued screaming. The girl hod her genitals bruised.

Adapted from the Nation Newspaper 7th February 2008

2 In groups answer the following questions.

a.

b .

List the girl's rights and freedoms that were violated.

Suggest problems that the girl would experience as a result of defilement.

If you were a judge on the case, what sentence would you pass?

What should parents and the community do to minimise such practice that
are on the increase in Malawi?

e. Explain other ways how girls are abused.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.
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Actiaity 5 Discussing the rights of special groups
1 Individually, list women's rights.

2 In groups, discuss the women's rights.

3 Report to the class for discussion.

Actit:ity 6 Discussing the rights of detainees
1 Brainstorm the rights of detainees.

2 In groups, discuss rights of detainees.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

4 Research on human rights abuses from newspapers and the local community
around.

Actiaity 7 Discussing the rights of people with disabilities
1 Brainstorm rights for people with disabilities.

2 In groups, discuss rights of people with disabilities.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiaity 8 Discussing the rights of workers or employees
1 Brainstorm the rights of workers or employees.

2 In groups, discuss the rights of workers or employees.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

The importance of observing human rights
Human rights and freedoms can only be important if every person understands
that each right and freedom goes with a responsibility. Freedom does not mean the

^. right to do whatever we want whether good or bad.

The following are some of the responsibilities:
. respecting of oneself
. respecting of elders
. obeying laws
o participating in development activities
. respecting goverrrment and other peoples'property
o taking care of the environment for sustainability of natural resources

. handling of waste disposal to ensure a clean and safe environment

The following are benefits that people have when they observe human rights:

. gvery citizen lives peacefully

. people are able to co-exist
o the community develops socially and economically
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. it guarantees the continuity of respect for human dignity and equality of all
people

. provides the basis for justice and fairness

. it promotes democracy in a society

The importance of observing human rights
In a society where people know their rights, freedoms and responsibilities as well
as observe them, they benefit in the following ways:
o every citizen lives peacefully
. people are able to co-exist or live together peacefully
e the community develops socially and economically
. it guarantees the continuity of respect for human dignity and equality of all

people
r it produces the basis for justice and fairness
. it promotes democracy in a society

Actit:ity 9 Discussing the importance of observing human rights :
1 Brainstorm the importance of observing human rights.

2 Discuss the importance of observing human rights in society.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion. \

Actiaity L0 Discussing how human rights can be promoted \
1 Brainstorm ways of promoting and protecting human rights.

2 In groups, discuss how human rights can be promoted and protected.

3 In groups, identify institutions that promote observance of human rights in \
Malawi. \

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

The effects of human rights abuse
Human rights are violated and abused in families, community, school and country ,
in some of the following ways:
. rape
o violence against women and children
. religious intolerance
. child abuse
o detention without trial
. denying one to attend school
e turning music to full volume in class, homes or living quarters

i
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o dismissing workers without genuine reasons

. denying educatiory health and right to association for people with disabilities.

The following are the effects of human rights abuse:

. rise in criminal activities

o an increase in conflicts in society

. women's and children's lives are threatened

. development in the country is negatively affected

o democrary is threatened

Actiaity 1L Discussing human rights abuses
1 In groups, compile a list of human rights abuses from your research findings.

2 Group the abuses according to the way they affect the following :

a. Women

b. Children

c. Detainees

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actioity 12 Discussing the effects of human rights abuse
1 Brainstorm effects of human rights abuse in the family, school and community.

2 In groups, discuss effects of human rights abuse in the family, school and

community.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiaity L3 Discussing the effects of environmental rights abuses

1 Study tl're illustration below
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2 In groups, discuss how the right to live in a clean and safe environment is
abused by community.

3 In groups, discuss effects of abusing environmental rights.

4 Suggest ways how you can help promote environmental rights.

5 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Review exercise
Answer the following questions.

1 Define the term'human rights'.

2 Explain with examples the three types of human rights.

3 \A/hy are women and children given special rights?.

4 Describe the importance of observing human rights.

5 Outline any four rights of detainees.

Summary
Human rights, freedoms and responsibilities are the comer stone of any
democrary. All people regardless of sex, ethnic origiry age and disability have
rights and freedoms by virtue of being human beings. It is important to note that
each right and freedom has a responsibility. Respect for rights and freedoms by
people and all arms of government facilitate economic development of a country. 
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UNIT tg

Introduction
In standard 7 you learnt about climate and vegetation of Africa. In this unit you
will learn about world climate and vegetation. This knowledge will assist you to
appreciate the different fypes of climate in the world as well is the vegetation that
is associated with each type of climate

Major types of world climate
Clirnates of the world are divided into a different types depending on their
characteristics. The following map shows some of the world climates.

. 4 i i -  a l _ ; {
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world climares

Location and characteristics of each type of climate
Equatorial climatelfrspicel raic?{sr*st
Location

It is found between 00 and 70 north or south of the equator in these areas:
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o Amazon basin

o Cong River Basin

o East coast of central America
. East coast of Madagascar

r Malaysia and Indonesia

Charactertsfics

. high temperafures of about 260 c

. Equal length of day and night
e has very small differences of temperature 30 - 50 c between the hottest and

coldest months

. rainfall is heavy over 1.,500 mm throughout the year

. humidiry is always high

Tropical monsoon climate
\ Location

It is found in places where strong seasonal winds called monsoon blow. These
include:

o Coastal areas of Southwest krdia
o Sri Lanka

. Bangladesh

r Burma

o South-East Asia

Characteristics

. seasonal reversal of winds
' temperatures vary from 320 c in hot season to about 100 c in the cool season

Tropical savannah climate {also known as tropical continental
climate)
Location

It is found between 50 c to 150 c North or south of the equator. The areas include:
o East and central Africa
. South America
r part of the Deccan plateau in India
. parts of Australia
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Charactertsilcs

. summers are hot around 320 c

r wintets are cool around 2Lo c

r the highest temperatures occur just before the rains begin

. heavy rains mainly conventional occur in summer

o altemating wet and dry season

Tropical desert climate (also called hot desert climate)
Location

It lies between 150N and 300 N and 15oS and 300 S of the equator. The areas include:

o Coastal Chile and Peru

. Southern Argentina

. Southwest Africa

. North Africa

. Arabia
o Iran
r Pakistan

o Parts of California

. Parts of Mexico

Characteristics

r little or no rainfall

. temperatures vary fuorn29o in hot season to 100 in cold season

. low humidity

. large differences between day and night temperatures

Mediterranean climate
Location
It lies between 300 N and 450 N and 300 s and 450 s of the equator. The areas

include:
r Central California

r Parts of Chile
. Mediterranean coastal areas

. Parts of Iran

. Parts of South Africa

o Parts of Australia
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Characteristics

o hot dry summer, mild wet winters
r high percentage of sunshine
o heavy frost during winter

Tundra climate
Location

o Arctic ocean boarder lands of North America
r Greenland and Eurasia
r Antarctic peninsulas
o Some polar islands

Characteristics

r Has no summers
o At least 9 months average below freezing point
r Low evaporation
o Precipitation is usually below 250 mm

Activities
- Activity 1 Identifying world climates

1 Study the map of the world showing climates.

2 In groups, identi$r the climates of the world.

3 Lr groups/ name at least two countries for each climate.

4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Activity 2 Discussing rainfall temperature of Equatorial areas
1 Study the temperature and rainfall figures provided by your teacher.

2 In groupg discuss the months when the highest and lowest amount of rains fall.
3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiuity 3 Identifying countries with tropical monsoon climate
1 Study the world climate map in your books onpage 96.

2 Identify countries that have the tropical monsoon climate.

3 Report your findings in class for discussion.

Activity 4 Discussing the differences between tropical savanna
and equatorial climate

1 Study the map showing world climates.
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2 Identify countries that have tropical savannah climate.

3 Discuss differences between tropical savannah climate and equatorial climate.

4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

&ctiuity 5 Identifying countries covered by the hot desert climate
1 Study the maps provided showing world climates.

2 In groups, identify countries covered by the hot desert climate.

3 In the same groups, discuss why it is very hot during the day and very cold

during the night in deserts.

4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiwity 6 Discussing the differences between Mediterranean and
tropical continental climate

1 In groups, study the map showing world climates on Page 96 in your books.

2 Identify countries in the world that have the Mediterranean climate.

3 Discuss any differences between Mediterranean climate and the tropical
continental climate.

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Vegetation of the world and its characteristics
The type of vegetation an area has is determined by the type of climate it

experiences. In Malawi there is a lot of vegetation during the rainy season while

during the dry season the vegetation dries up. Areas that receive heawy rainfall

have more vegetation than areas that receive little rainfall.

world vegetation
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Actiaity LA Discussing the desert vegetation
1 Study the map provided on page 100.
2 In groups, identify countries with the desert vegetation.
3 Discuss why the desert vegetation is thick, waxy and thomy.
4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiaity L1" Discussing the desert vegetation
1 Study the map provided.
2 In groups, identify countries with desert vegetation.
3 In groups, discuss why desert vegetation is thick, waxy and thorny.
4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiuity L2 Discussing the characteristics of the Mediterranean
vegetation

1 Study the map provided.
2 In groups, identify countries with the Mediterranean vegetation.
3 In groups, discuss why Mediterranean vegetation is thick, waxy and thomy.
4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Review exercise
Answer the following questions.

1 Name any three major types of climate in the world.
2 \Alhat type of vegetation does Malawi have?
3 How does climate influence vegetation?

$ummary
The world has many types of climate and vegetation. Climate is influenced by the
distance of a place to the equator, distance from the sea and height above sealevel.
vegetation is influenced by climate; hence, different climates have different
vegetation.
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UNIT 2(}

lntreduetion
The environment is our life support system. It is made up of different components'

It contains everything that wetep".i ot during our lifetime. People influence the.

activities in the environment. If the activities are not well managed, environmental

degradation may occur. It is therefore, important to conserve and manage the

"rrii.orr*"rrt 
to avoid future environmental problems' In this uni! you will leam

about environmental conservation and management'

the comPonents of the environment
The environment is made up of different comPonents' It is more than the

surrounding. The following are the components:

Biophysical coffiPonent
This is the main comPonent; all other components depend on this one' This

component indicates how living thingl tu"h ut animals and plants interact with

each other with the resources uio.rnd thu*. It is the life support system because it

has things like trees, soif water and other resources'

Economic comPonent
This involves how people use natural and other resources in the environment' It

alsod.ealswithhowpeopleaccessresourcessuchasmoney/resourcesand
employment.

Political comPonent
ThiscomponentindicatesthatpeoplehavethePowertomakepolicies,rulesand
decisions on the resources in the environment'

Social comPonent
This involves cultural practices that shape the way they interact with each other

and the biophysical component of the environment'

AII the components depend on each other and they do not work as individuals'



Activities
Actiztity 1 Identifying components of the environment
1 Study the environment around your school.
2 Identify the components that make up the environment.
3 Explain what is involved in each component by giving examples.
4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actioifu 2 Discussing the importance of environment
1 Study the environment around your school.

2 Discuss the importance of the trees in the environment.

3 Discuss the importance of the other components of the environment around the
school.

4 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actioity 3 Discussing the components of the environment
1 Study the components of the environment around the sdrool again.
2 In groups, discuss how each component of the environment interacts with each

other around the school.

3 Discuss ways how trees are not protected.

4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Environmental conservation and management
Environmental conservation and management is the protection and proper use of
natural or artificial resources and their surroundings for future use. The resources
include forests, soil and water.

Factors that cause desertification as one way of mismanaging the
environment
There are a number of factors that cause desertification. These include:
. careless cutting down of trees
r practising shifting cultivation
r large scale bush fires
. prolonged drought

The effects of desertification
There are a number of effects of desertification and these include:

reduction of cultivatable land
r scarcity or unavailability of water for humans and animals due to little or no

rain
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. extreme temperatures thus the temperatures are either very hot or very cold.

Actioity 4 Discussing the meaning of conservation and
mismanagement

1 Study the illustration of a bare mountain below.

2 In groups, discuss signs of mismanagement of the mountain from the
illustration.

3 Discuss how it would have been managed and conserved for future use.

4 Discuss the meaning of conservation and management.

5 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actioity 5 Discuss factors that cause desertification as one way of
mismanaging the environment

1 Read the case study below on causes of desertification and answer the
questions that follow.

Mingo wos on oreo with beoutiful noturol f orest in the 70s ond 80s. Due to

on increose in octivities in the building industry 'fhe areo become the major
supplier of firewood for burning bricks. Todoy Minga is o mini desert ond
efforts to resuscitate the forest are not yielding the expected results due
to lock of cooperation omong the people.

Nombo which is on the other side of the mountoin bordering the two
oreos, experienced o terrible drought for o period of three yeors ond the
naturol vegetotion is being destroyed ot on olarming rate. People are now
migroting to the neorby mountoinous area of Chindambo where the drought
did not hove o big impoct. Though the people are leaving Nqmbo in large
numbers, woter iS not o problem oS o perennial river whose source is
Mkumbo f lows thnough the orea.

_ &
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a. Identify some causes of desertification highlighted in the case study.
b. Explain how such causes are influenced,
c. What other factors lead to desertification.

2 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiaity 6 Discussing the effects of desertification
1 Discuss some effects of desertification.

2 Draw a problem tree on effects of desertification.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Projects on conservation and management of the environment
Environmental conservation and management is the responsibility of every person.
You too have a responsibility to apply environmental conservation and
management measures in your respective schools and homes. This is important
because it is the only way you could enhance your understanding of

environmental conservation and management.

There are some organisations which conserve and manage the environment. Some
of these are: Malawi Environmental Endowment Trust and Wildlife Society.

Environmental projects are being carried out on a global and national level.
Examples include: the Lake Victoria Environmental Project in Ugand4 Kenya and
Tanzania and the Lake Chilwa Wetland Project in Malawi.

Actioity 7 Carrying out projects that can be caffied out in order to
conserve the environment

1 Brainstorm some projects that you could carry out at your school and
community level.

2 Discuss how some of the activities could assist in addressing global
desertification.

3 Report your findings to class in plenary.

Actiaity 8 Identifying projects in Africa and the world that have
been carried out on conservation and management of
the environment

1 Brainstorm some projects that have been carried out in Africa and the world on
conservation of environment.

2 Discuss the listed projects.

3 Report your findings to the class for discussion.

Actiztity 9 Carrying out a proiect
1 Suggest a topic for a project that you could carry out at school to conserve the

environment.
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2 Carry out the project.

3 Provide reports on the progress of the project.

Activity 1-0 Carrying out an advocacy campaign in conservation
and management of the resources in the environment

1 Come up with ideas you can use in advocating for conservation and
management of the environment.

2 Develop posters or banners for advocary.

3 Carry out advocacy campaign.

Review exercise
Answer the following questions.

1 What is environmental conservation and management?

2 Explain two factors that lead to global warming.

3 Explain three causes of desertification.

4 Suggest four measures that could be used to prevent global warming and
desertification.

Summary
The environment is our life support system. It contains everything that we depend
on during our lifetime such as air, water, soil, living organisms and plants. The
state of the environment is largely influenced by human activity. Environmental
conservation and management it therefore, important to address issues such as
global warming and desertification. Environmental conservation and management
is the responsibility of every person and, therefore, you have a responsibility to
apply some measures in your respective schools and homes through embarking on
projects.
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lntroductiorl
The state of the environment is largely influenced by human activity' The effect of

human activity on the environment has grown on a large scale. Fluman use of

natural resources and the disposal of wastes is continuously polluting the

environment. In this unit, you will learn about pollution. This knowledge will

assist you to appreciate the importance of taking up the responsibility of avoiding

pollution of the environment.

Types of pollution
pollution occurs when a harmful substance affects the environment and causes

harmful effects on the health, survival or activities of people and other living

things. Pollution is caused by different factors and takes place in different forms,

depending on the cause.

There are various types of environmental pollution. The major types are as follows:

Air pollution - Air is one of the most important natural resources because plants

and animals cannot survive without it. \A/hen the air is filled with substances that

damage its normal state, it is referred to as air pollution' The causes of air pollution

includ"e the following: fumes from industries, aircraft and motor vehicles, smoke

from kitchens and bush fires as well as dust.

Water pollution- Another important natural resource is water. This is found on

the suiface of the earth and underground. water can be polluted through, among

other things: careless disposal of human and other wastes, pesticides, fertilisers

and other poisonous substances.

Soil pollution - Soil is important for plants and animal life. Soil pollution occurs

when the soil is filled with unwanted substances through careless disposal of

wastes such as chemicals, plastics and glass'

Nolse pollution- Noise can be defined as unwanted sound. It is a source of

irritation and discomfort for may people and can even damage our hearing if it is

too loud. Some causes of this may include: construction works, welding and

woodwork in factories, alarms , loud speakers, motor vehicles, aircraft and

railways.
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Itctivities
Activity 1 Discussing types of pollution
1 Study the illustrations below

2 Discuss what you see from the above illustrations.
3 Identify the types of pollution seen on the pictures or illustrations
4 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Actiaity 2 Discussing activities that lead to pollution
1 Brainstorm activities that lead to each type of pollution.
2 In groups, discuss activities that lead to each type of pollution.
3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

The effects of pollution
There are a number of effects of pollution on the environment. These include:

Human health
Pollution can result in human sickness or death. For example, inhaling air or
drinking water which is highly polluted can cause death. Apart from ihis, water
pollution may also cause skin irritations and rashes; and noise pollution may
induce hearing loss. Fumes and smoke may lead to coughs and bronchitis.

Destruction of the environment
Pollution can destroy the environment in many ways. These include:
' polluted soil due to accumulation of plastics and chemicals can lead to infertile

and unsuitable soils for crop growing and grazing
' too much smoke or_smog in the atmosphere can reduce the amount of sunlight

received by plants for their healthy growth
' fish and other aquatic animals may die due to chemicals dumped in water
' rubbish heaps become breeding ground for rats and cockroaches which are

vectors of germs and diseases
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. litter makes the surroundings ugly

r polluted water sources (eg with faeces may lead to the spread of diseases such

as cholera and diarrhoea

Actiuity 3 Discussing the effects of pollution

1 Study the pictures used for activity 1 in your book'

2 Identify some effects of pollution from the pictures'

3 Discuss ways in which you could address the effects identified.

4 Report your findings to class for discussion

Actiuity 4 Carrying out a pfoiect on the control of pollution

1 In groups, come up with topics to carry out a project on control of pollution.

2 Carry out a project on control of pollution within the school area.

3 Report on the progress (include lessons learnt) made on the implementation of

the project.

Factors that contribute to global warming

Pollution of air in the atmosphere is resulting in temperature changes in different

parts of the world.. An increase in unwanted gases in the atmosphere is leading to

irr"r"ur", in temperature. This is because the gases are trapping heat which would

have spread onfif th"y were not there. The increase in temperature across the

worldls referred to as global warming. The causes of global warming include:

Accumulation of gases from sources like:

. buming of fuels, for example, in vehicles and fumes from industries

. use of equipment that produces gases which pollute the atmosphere, for

example, refrigerators

Destruction of the ozone laYer

This is a layer of a type of gas which helps to reduce too much heat from the sun to

reach the earth.

Global warming is affecting the world in many ways. Some of them include:

. scarcity of rain or drought in some parts of the world due to changes in the

movement of air masses

r melting of ice or glaciers in the polar regions which leads to a rise in sea level

. increase in mosquitoes in hot areas such as Malawi which leads to a high rate of

malaria
. increase in flooding in some parts of the world

o increased cases of skin cancer
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Activity 5 Discussing factors that contribute to global warming
1 Study the illustration below

:

*

2 Discuss nrJ" 
"J*, 

* the pictures can influence global warming.
3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Acti.wity 6 Discussing the effects of global warming
1 Name the effects of global warming.

2 Discuss the effects of global warming.

3 Report your findings to class for discussion.

Review que$tion
Answer the following questions.

1 Explain the meaning of term'pollution'.

2 Describe the different types of pollution.

3 Explain four effects of pollution.

4 What causes global warming?

5 Describe the effects of global warming.
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1 Summary
; Pollution is when a harmful substance affects the environment and causes harmful
t effects on the heal*u survival or activities of other living things. It is caused by a
I number of factors such as careless dumping of wastes and smoke. It affects
( different aspects of the environment. Its ef{ects are harmful to the environment and
,t n t*ur, life. For example, global warming has dangerous effects on the

1 atrnosphere,plants, people and animals.
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